A model for describing properties of a liquid crystal display which combines the concepts of in-plane switching and vertical alignment is proposed. There is good agreement between the results of this model and direct computer calculation of the director and the light transmittance. The usefulness of the model lies in the faster speed of calculations compared to direct computer solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently several new types of liquid crystal displays ͑LCDs͒ with wide viewing angles, good color characteristics, and fast response times were proposed. Among them are a device associated with a homeotropic to multidomainlike ͑HMD͒ transition, 1,2 a liquid crystal ͑LC͒ cell with patterned electrodes, 3 and an LCD cell which combines the concept of in-plane switching ͑IPS͒ with vertical alignment ͑VA͒. 4 In each of these examples there is a multidimensional director distribution, because the director depends on two or three space coordinates unlike the case of the usual twisted nematic displays. In our previous work 2 an approximate analytical approach for describing the HMD cell at high voltages was found. The purpose of this work is to develop an appropriate analytical model to describe the director configuration for an LCD which combines the concepts of IPS with VA for voltage differences, u, high enough that light transmittance is observable. The advantage of the model we have developed is that its calculational time is much faster than for direct computer solution. In addition, it can be generalized to describe other multidimensional LCDs such as the threedimensional HMD cell, where a direct computer solution has not been carried out. It can be used, for example, for fast estimation of the optimal conditions for operation of these types of LCDs.
II. GENERAL IDEAS OF THE DESCRIPTION
In the cell studied in Ref. 4 vectors of the director n and electric field E always lie in a fixed plane ͑xz plane͒. The schematic diagram of this two-dimensional cell is shown in Fig. 1 , where l is half the distance between adjacent electrode fingers and L equals 2l plus the width of an electrode finger. The thickness of the cell is d. The system possesses the following symmetries: ͑1͒ 2L periodicity along the x coordinate, ͑2͒ mirror symmetry with respect to the vertical yz planes at xϭϮL/2, Ϯ3L/2,..., and ͑3͒ the electric potential ⌽(x,z) is an odd function of x. Due to these symmetries it is sufficient to find the director only inside the region 0 рzрd and 0 рxрL/2. The system possesses a series of wall defects. The central plane of one of these walls is the yz plane at xϭ0. Along this plane the electric field E is perpendicular to the initial ͑homeotropic͒ alignment, the torque due to the electric field is zero and the director stays homeotropic along the xϭ0 line even in the presence of E, as is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Taking into account these symmetries, the free energy of the system per unit length in the y direction can be written as In these formulas (x,z) is the angle between the director n and ẑ ͑we represent the director in the region 0рxрL/2 and 0рzрd as nϭx sin Ϫẑ cos ). The dielectric constant for glass substrates is ⑀ g , K 1 and K 3 are the splay and bend elastic constants of the nematic, ⑀ ʈ and ⑀ Ќ are values of the dielectric tensor parallel and perpendicular to the director, and the dielectric anisotropy is positive (⑀ a Ͼ0).
The main idea of the proposed model is to numerically solve the dynamic equation
using the exact expression for the free energy ͑1͒ but an approximate expression for the electric field, which is found in this work. Here ␥ 1 is the rotational viscosity and flow is neglected. In contrast, previously used methods of direct computer calculation ͑e.g., the relaxation method 3, 6, 7 ͒ do not use an approximate form for the electric field but instead solve ""Dϭ0 to get the electric field after each director update, based on Eq. ͑4͒.
It can be assumed that in most of the slab ͑except near the electrodes and wall defect layers of thicknesses of order of the correlation length ͒ the scale of spatial variations of n(r) is the same as for the electric potential. In this case, as can be seen from Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, the characteristic value of the ratio F d /F f is determined by the parameter and neglecting the elastic energy completely, the Euler-Lagrange equations in the bulk in a zero order approximation can be written in the simple form:
can be solved to obtain the following relationship between n and E:
which means that the director is parallel to E. Substituting Eq. ͑8͒ into Eq. ͑7͒ we can write the equation for the electric potential:
with EϭϪ"⌽, ͑9͒
assuming that ⑀ ʈ , ⑀ Ќ do not depend on r. Thus neglecting completely all the corrections produced by the presence of the layers near the substrate and the wall defect to the electric field ͑which are proportional to ␦ 1/2 as was shown in Ref. 2 for the similar situation in the HMD cell͒, the electric potential for the zero order approximation ⌽ 0 can be found by solving the Laplace equation
with the following conditions on the electric field:
and ͑11͒ E 0 ͑ r͒→0 when ͉z͉→ϱ,
On the other hand, n(r) changes rapidly with characteristic scale determined by the electric correlation length (E x )ϭ(4K 3 /⑀ a ) 1/2 /E x near the substrates and the xϭ0 plane to fit the homeotropic conditions there. Thus in a more realistic case when ␦ 1/2 is small but not negligible, we have to take into account, in the general case, this small scale variation in the director and its influence on the electric field.
In Sec. II A we solve the boundary problem ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ to find the electric field in the zero order approximation, and in Sec. II B this solution will be modified to take into account changes of the director inside the substrate and wall defect layers.
A. Solution of the boundary problem
The general form of the solution of the Laplace equation is 
͑16͒
Substituting here Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒ and integrating the resulting expression explicitly, we represent F f as a quadratic form with respect to the arbitrary coefficients f m . After that, differentiating F f with respect to these coefficients and equating the results to zero, we will get the following system of linear inhomogeneous algebraic equations with respect to f m :
In this system
where
and
where A p and b np are the Fourier coefficients which arise after rearrangement of V(x) in terms of sin s p x. One important observation must be made about the system ͑17͒. It becomes inconvenient to solve Eq. ͑17͒ exactly for large N. On the other hand, because of nonanalyticity of the electric potential near the sharp edges of the electrodes, an accurate description of the electric field requires Nу50. Fortunately, the matrix Ŷ ϭ͕y mn ͖ in Eq. ͑17͒ can be represented as Ŷ 0 ϩ⌬Ŷ , where Ŷ 0 is diagonal and ⌬Ŷ is small with respect to Ŷ 0 . Thus we can solve Eq. ͑17͒ by means of an iterative procedure
for nу1, which has rapid convergence for any reasonable N.
In Eq. ͑21͒ f N and R designate two sets ͕ f m ͖ and ͕r m ͖ of N elements each.
B. Modifications of the electric field caused by variation of the director on short length scales
In this section we are going to estimate the influence of the near-substrate and wall defect layers on the zero order solution E 0 . In all the displays mentioned in the Introduction, d is much less than L ͑usually d/Lр0.2͒. Thus if wall defect layers were not present, all terms with x derivatives in the Euler-Lagrange equations for the director and electric field could be neglected. This gives us
where K b ()ϭK 1 sin 2 ϩK 3 cos 2 and ⌬KϭK 3 ϪK 1 . Neglecting x derivatives in the Maxwell equation "ÃEϭ0 shows that one can also neglect the z derivative of E x in Eq. ͑23͒. It means that small length scale changes in the director field near a substrate having homeotropic boundary conditions do not produce the same significant changes in E x . In such a situation E x is close to its zero order approximation: E x ϷE 0x . Figure 2 shows the z dependences of E 0x for different values of x throughout the most important region between ͑nontransparent͒ electrodes, xϽl. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , z dependences are really weak everywhere except in the vicinity of the electrode edge at xϭl. In the small region xϷl, however, the electric field is very strong, the correlation length is small, and the director is approximately parallel to the electric field as described by Eq. ͑8͒. Thus EϷE 0 near xϭl. Taking the constant of integration in Eq. ͑23͒ as the value of the expression in square brackets at a particular point zϭz m (0Ͻz m Ͻd) and using the approximation E x ϷE 0x , one can rewrite Eq. ͑23͒ after integration in the following form: where E zm ϭE z (x,z m ), E 0xm ϭE 0x (x,z m ), and m ϭ(x,z m ), and z m can be chosen from the following considerations. As was shown before, 2 for relatively large voltages ͑more than u 0 Ϸ10 V for the experimental set of cell parameters 4 which is pointed out in Sec. III͒ it is possible to provide a reasonable description of the slab by dividing it into two near-substrate layers with thicknesses ⌬ 1 Ϸ⌬ 2 Ϸ2 and a bulk region between them where E is close to E 0 . It means that one can choose E zm ϷE 0zm ϭE 0z (x,z m ) in Eq. ͑24͒ with z m close to d/2. Indeed, our calculations show that the director distribution for uϾ10 V does not depend significantly on z m if it is taken from the interval 0.35d рz m р0.6d. However, as u is lowered, the bulk region shrinks and finally disappears when uϽu 0 , where u 0 can be estimated from the relation 4ϭd with Ϸ(E 0x ). The most important consequence of this is that E z deviates significantly from E 0z for these voltages even in the central part of the slab for xϽl/2, and there is no value of z m for which E zm ϷE 0zm with a good accuracy in Eq. ͑24͒. It means that formula ͑24͒ fails to describe E z properly for uϽu 0 for the important region of small x. At first sight it is not important to know E z accurately for the director calculations because ͉E z ͉ ӶE x ϷE 0x , which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . But this is a wrong impression. The problem is that for small x, when cos 2Ϸ1 and sin 2Ϸ2, ͉E z ͉E 0x is comparable to 0.5(E 0x 2 ϪE z 2 )sin 2ϷE 0x 2 in the electric field contribution to the Euler-Lagrange equation for ͓see the last term in Eq. ͑22͔͒.
To estimate E z properly, let us consider again a solution of Eq. ͑23͒ ͑without assuming any particular value for E zm ͒ for small xϽx 1 , where x 1 is the largest value of the x coordinate for which the following approximate relations ⑀ Ќ ϩ⑀ a cos 2 Ϸ⑀ ʈ and sin 2Ϸ2 are still satisfied within about 10% accuracy, which means that is less than about 1 Ϸ0.4 for all realistic values of ⑀ ʈ and ⑀ Ќ ͓x 1 is a function of u and the other cell parameters and is found from the condition (x 1 ,d/2)ϭ 1 in the course of solving Eq. ͑4͔͒. Using these approximate relations, one can rewrite Eq. ͑23͒ as
which allows us to assume the following form for E z (x,z) in the region xϽx 1 :
where e does not depend on z or its z dependence is much weaker than in the first term in Eq. ͑26͒. Because ϰx due to the presence of the wall defect and E z ϰx due to the symmetry of the problem when x→0, e must behave also like ␣x at small x. To determine e, let us notice, that for u→0, the amplitude a of the distribution also goes to zero ͑ a ϰu 2 when u→0, as follows from the Euler-Lagrange equation for ͒. Thus one can assume that eϭE 0z l , where E 0
is the low voltage asymptotic value of the electric field, which can be found as a solution of the boundary problem for the corresponding low voltage potential ⌽ 0 l (r):
with the same conditions ͑11͒ on the electric field:
and ͑28͒ E 0 l ͑ r͒→0 when ͉z͉→ϱ,
is the Maxwell equation
""Dϭ0 with ϵ0 everywhere inside the cell. The solution of this boundary problem ͑27͒ and ͑28͒ can be described in the same way as was done in Sec. II A with the same value of s p and the following substitutions:
, and s 0p
Thus one can approximate E z in the interval 0рxрx 1 by Eq. ͑26͒, where
Indeed, our calculations show that the z dependence in E 0z l is weaker than in (x,z); besides, for all voltages important for light transmittance a contribution of the first term in Eq. ͑26͒ for zϷd/2 is more than an order of magnitude larger than E 0z l . This notice justifies the form of E z given in Eq. ͑26͒. For x 1 ϽxϽx l Ϸ0.8l, sin 2 is comparable to ͑or even larger than͒ ͉cos 2͉, and, because ͉E z ͉ӶE x , accurate values for E z are not important for this region. For x close to l, the electric field is strong even for the lowest voltages of interest, and EϷE 0 , as was already mentioned. For lϽxрL/2, E z is the largest component of E, is small, and one can also assume that E z ϷE 0z in that region. Comparison with the results of direct computer calculation for E shows that E x ϷE 0x throughout the cell with an accuracy about 10%, and E z ϷE 0z for xϾ0.8l with the same accuracy. These considerations allow us to use formula ͑24͒ for E z with z m Ϸd/2 for x 1 ϽxрL/2. Thus for the case of relatively low voltage ͑u Ͻu 0 Ϸ10 V for the experimental cell͒, x 1 is relatively large (x 1 ϰl/2), and using E z from Eqs. ͑26͒ and ͑29͒ on the interval 0рxрx 1 instead of Eq. ͑24͒ is very important. Figure  4 shows a result of calculation of x dependence of E z for
some uϽu 0 for xϽx 1 in accordance with Eqs. ͑26͒ and ͑29͒ ͓curve ͑a͔͒. This result is in reasonable agreement with the corresponding results of direct computer calculation, but deviates significantly ͑even has a different sign͒ from a result produced by the application of Eq. ͑24͒ with z m ϭd/2 ͓curve ͑c͔͒. As one finds from Fig. 4 , E z is positive in the central region of the cell, whereas both E 0z and E 0z l are negative. As indicated by Eq. ͑26͒, this interesting effect is due to the anisotropy of LCs and disappears when ⑀ a → 0. When u increases, x 1 decreases quickly, and formula ͑24͒ is applicable for nearly all x. On the other hand, when voltage increases, E z approaches E 0z and E z ϷE 0z even for small x.
To understand the influence of the wall defect layer on E x , let us consider the following ideas. Because ͉E z ͉ is relatively small for xр2ϵ⌬ w , it is reasonable to use E z ϭ0 there when determining the influence of the wall defect on E x . Again, the equation "ÃEϭ0 implies that we can neglect the z dependence of E x for the small x region. Thus one can rewrite the equation ""Dϭ0 as
Considering Eq. ͑30͒ as an ordinary differential equation with respect to E x ϭE x (x), one can solve it along the line zϭd/2, where the last term in Eq. ͑30͒ can be neglected ͑because ‫ץ‬ z Ϸ0 along the line zϭd/2, see the Appendix͒.
Representing the integration constant of the resulting equation as a value of the expression in square brackets in Eq. ͑30͒ at the point xϭ⌬ w , one can write the solution for E x as
where 0 ϭ(⌬ w ,d/2) and E x ЈϭE x (⌬ w ,d/2). On the other hand, when x increases, the role of x-derivatives decreases, and the director distributions can be found from Eq. ͑22͒ where, however, a bulk electric field distribution ͑electric field far from the plane xϭ0, which is close to E 0 ͒ must be modified by the presence of the wall defect layer. In particular, one has to replace E 0 for the part of the cell outside the wall defect layer by a modified field E 0 Јϵ(E 0x Ј ,E 0z Ј ), which means that E x Ј in Eq. ͑31͒ can be approximated by 
To determine E 0x Ј , let us consider a modified cell at the same voltage which reproduces the electric field E 0 Ј at large x by means of the zero order method ͑as described in Sec. II A͒. As we know ͑see, for example, Fig. 2͒ , the zero order field component E 0x Ј varies slowly at small x, which means that E 0x Ј (0,z)ϷE 0x Ј (⌬ w ,z) for any z. If the cell was not modified, the modified field E 0 Ј would describe the cell at a lower voltage, because E 0x Ј ϽE x for xϽ⌬ w ͓see Eq. ͑31͔͒ and EϷE 0 Ј for larger x. In order for the modified cell to have the same voltage drop, it must have extended dimensions LЈϭLϩ2␦x and lЈϭlϩ␦x ͑and the same d͒ with some ␦xϾ0. This cell can be produced from the region 0рx рL/2 and 0рzрd of the cell under consideration by shifting the value of x where the potential ⌽ϭ0 ͑see Fig. 1͒ to the left by ␦x and using the symmetry and periodicity properties to extend the solution to all r. Calculating the corresponding integral ⌬⌽Ј for the defect layer using the expression ͑31͒ for E x , one finds an equation for ␦x:
͑32͒
Finally, ␦x, E 0x Ј , and E 0z Ј can be determined selfconsistently in the following way. Choosing some arbitrary ␦x ͑for example, ␦xϭ0.1l) and taking LЈϭLϩ2␦x and lЈ ϭlϩ␦x, one calculates E 0 Ј , as described in Sec. II A. Then, using this E 0 Ј and the expression ͑A9͒ for ␦x from the Appendix ͓which follows from Eq. ͑32͔͒ one calculates a ␦x. In general the calculated ␦x will differ from the initial choice of ␦x, so the calculational procedure must be repeated several times until convergence is achieved. Details of the calculation are given in the Appendix.
Let us discuss some important results concerning the electric field E 0 Ј . Our calculations show that E 0z Ј always coincides with E 0z within 1% to 3% accuracy. Figure 5 illustrates characteristic results for the calculation of E x using the model scheme described above ͓curve ͑a͔͒, and also for comparison of the corresponding result determined by direct computer calculation ͓curve ͑b͔͒. As is shown in Fig. 5 ͓curve ͑a͔͒, E x increases significantly from E 0x Ј when x decreases toward zero, which is at least in qualitative agreement with the result of the direct computer calculation. As voltage u decreases, the peak in E x centered at xϭ0 decreases and practically disappears when uрu 0 ͑for the experimental set of cell parameters, u 0 Ϸ10 V͒. The latter result can be understood easily, using Eq. ͑31͒ and taking into account that 0 in Eq. ͑31͒ also becomes small, and g(x) approaches 1 when u decreases. As follows from Eq. ͑A9͒ of the Appendix, when u→ϱ, ␦x decreases, because 0 cannot exceed /2 and E 0x Ј ϰu→ϱ. Therefore lЈ and LЈ approach the cell values l and L, E 0 Ј approaches E 0 , and the increase of E x towards the point xϭ0 also goes to zero when u→ϱ. As one finds from Fig. 5 , the values of E 0x are significantly lower than the calculated E x values for both the model and direct computer calculations when 0рxϽ⌬ w , and slightly higher for the large x part of the cell. However, we find that this difference between E 0x and E x usually produces only small changes in the corresponding director distributions. It means that the result of the director field calculation from the dynamic Eq. ͑4͒ is relatively stable with respect to small variations of the electric field, used in Eq. ͑4͒. The most important consequence of this statement is that one can simplify significantly the expression for the electric field, used in the director calculations. In particular, one can approximate E x ϷE 0x and use expressions ͑24͒, ͑26͒, and ͑29͒ for E z . It is worth mentioning that the use of the approximate field expressions in the course of solving Eq. ͑4͒ speeds up the calculation by a factor of about 30 with respect to the direct computer solution for the two-dimensional problem being considered here.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the director calculation and the resulting optical properties are illustrated in Figs. 6-9. For each of these figures we used the following set of experimental cell parameters:
m, dϭ5 m, and lϭ7.5 m. Figure 6 shows the x dependence of n x ϭsin (x,d/2) for several voltages as calculated in two different ways: ͑a͒ our model ͓based on Eqs. ͑4͒, ͑24͒, ͑26͒, ͑29͒, and the approximation E x ϷE 0x ͔ and ͑b͒ direct computer calculations ͑relaxation method 6, 8 ͒. In the latter case the Maxwell equation ""Dϭ0 together with Eq. ͑4͒ are solved numerically. After discretizing ""Dϭ0, an equation linear in the discretized values of the voltage can be solved to yield an update formula for the potential ⌽(x i ,z k ) at the current grid point (x i ,z k ) after each iteration of Eq. ͑4͒ for the director. Because of the symmetries of the problem, namely mirror symmetry ⌽ (L/2Ϫx, z)ϭ⌽(x, z) and the relation ⌽(xϭ0, z)ϭ0, we solved the equation ""Dϭ0 only on the interval 0рxрL/2ϩ⌬x, where ⌬xϭ⌬zϭ0.25 m was the mesh step in both x and z directions inside the LC slab, with the boundary condition ⌽ϭϪu/2 on the electrode. To take into account the boundary conditions at zϭϮϱ, it is important to use the results of Sec. II A that the spatial scale for the decay rate of the electric field inside the glass substrates is of order L. In particular, the decay rate of the lowest harmonic is /L. Therefore we use a uniform mesh inside both glass substrates with boundary conditions ‫ץ‬ z ⌽ ϭ0 at ͉z b ͉ϭ2L and mesh steps ⌬x g ϭ⌬x and ⌬z g ϭ2⌬x inside the glass layers. We also used a logarithmic mesh 9 inside the glass substrates for comparison and set ⌽ϭ0 at zϭϮ40L. We found, however, that the relative difference in the results of the director calculations using these two meshes inside the glass layers is very small ͑less than 0.1%͒. On the other hand, if one takes a finer mesh with all mesh steps decreased by a factor of 2, namely, ⌬xЈϭ⌬zЈ ϭ0.125 m in the LC cell and ⌬z g Јϭ2⌬zЈ and ⌬x g Јϭ⌬zЈ inside the glass substrates ͑in the case of a uniform mesh͒, there are somewhat larger changes in the director distribution. In particular, we found a difference of about 0.2% to 0.5% in the amplitude values a for the director angle for all voltages considered here, and about 2% to 3% for values of inside the wall defect and substrate layers where rises steeply from its zero value at the substrates and the xϭ0 plane for the case of large voltages. This is our estimate for the error of the direct computer calculations for the 0.25 m mesh, used here in all figures for comparison with the model.
The program for the direct computer calculation was checked carefully by comparing with some special cases, where the results are known. One of them is the case of interdigitated electrode fingers surrounded by a uniform dielectric. The electric field for this case can be produced with very good accuracy ͑with an error of less than 0.1%͒ in a way described in Sec. II A with the substitution ⑀ ʈ ϭ⑀ Ќ ϭ⑀ g . The result of the direct computer solution corresponds to this analytical solution. Another case is the low voltage asymptote for the electric field E 0 l ϭϪ"⌽ 0 l , which is found analytically in Sec II B. This asymptote is valid when u is so small that E x sin ϷE 0x l ӶE z ϷE 0z l for all space coordinates inside the cell. Our calculations show that E 0x l /E 0z l Ͻ0.01 only if uϽ0.7 V ͑for the experimental set of cell parameters͒. We find that our direct computer calculation program produces the expected results EϭE 0 l for these low voltages. The final check of the program is a comparison of the calculated electric field and director with the electric field E 0 and director solution n 0 ϭE 0 /E 0 , found analytically in Sec. II and valid for high voltages. The basis for this comparison is that when u→ϱ, the near substrate layers and the wall defect layer shrink, the director becomes parallel to E, and the electric field and director approach their zero order analytical solutions E 0 and n 0 at the central region of the LC cell ͑out-side the layers͒. Our calculations show that the results of the direct computer solution program also agree with this limit.
The program for the direct computer solution also reproduces the director field, calculated by the model after substituting E 0 l into the dynamic equation ͑4͒ with an expected accuracy O(E 0x l /E 0z l ) for low voltages, and the director, calculated after substituting E 0 into Eq. ͑4͒ for the high voltage limit.
As is clear from Fig. 6 we have good agreement between the model and direct computer calculations for the LC display application voltage interval 7ϽuϽ20 V, which the optical results of Figs. 7-9 show is the range of interest. Figures 7-9 illustrate results of calculations of the light transmittance based on the geometrical optics approach ͑GOA͒, using a director pattern as input. The application of GOA to one-dimensional modeling of inhomogeneous LCs was originally done by Ong and Meyer 10 and applied extensively by Ong. 11, 12 A generalization of GOA to the multidimensional cells was described in Ref. 4 . In particular, Fig. 7 shows the voltage-dependent optical transmittance for normal incidence using director patterns obtained by our model and by direct computer calculation. Figures 8 and 9 display the same comparison for an isoluminance contour plot and wavelength-dependent light transmittance at uϭ16 V. In Fig. 8 contours are labeled by percent transmission. The solid lines correspond to the direct computer calculation and the dashed lines to the model. Agreement between the two director profiles is good even for a polar angle higher than 40°. Figures 7 and 8 are plotted for normal incidence, and the light source is white light. Figure 9 displays the transmission versus wavelength curves for the direct computer and model calculations, and data are shown for two angles of incidence: 0°and 60°. The plane of incidence is the plane of the director.
An interesting question is connected with the wall defect structure. An alternative to the wall defect is two disclination lines with strengths mϭϮ1/2 at some distance ⌬ϰ from the top and bottom substrates which lie in the xϭ0 plane and are parallel to the substrates. 2 The energy W w of the wall defect and the energy W l of the disclination lines ͑per unit length in the horizontal y direction͒ can be estimated 5, 13, 14 as and
in a one elastic constant approximation 5 ͓here Kϭ(K 1 ϩK 3 )/2͔. In the last formula m 2 K log(R/r c ) is the macroscopic energy of elastic deformation associated with one line. A characteristic size R of the deformation can be taken as RϷ, and r c is the radius of the defect core ͑r c is of the order of a molecular size, 2 nm͒. 5 Further the core energy is m 2 K␣, where ␣ can vary between 0 and log R/r c . [13] [14] [15] The last term in Eq. ͑34͒ is the energy associated with two small wall defects which lie in the xϭ0 plane and connect the defect lines to the substrate planes. Because both of these two lengths ⌬ and are inversely proportional to the electric field, this last term does not depend on voltage, and W l increases with voltage very slowly ͑logarithmically͒. On the other hand W w is proportional to u. This means that when u becomes larger than some critical voltage u c , which can be found from the equation
a first order phase transition to the alternative defect structure with two disclination lines occurs. From Eq. ͑35͒ u c is estimated to be between 20 and 40 V depending on the particular value of ␣. On the other hand, only the wall defect structure has been observed in experiments 4 on this cell, at least for voltages below 60 V. Because the line defect structure has not been seen, no attempt was made to develop a fast calculation model for such a structure. The absence of the disclination lines in the experiment needs further consideration, but may be due to energy barriers encountered in transforming from a wall defect to disclination lines.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A simplified model was constructed to describe the director configuration in a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ cell with interdigitated electrodes. The simplified model provides an alternative to the traditional method of direct computer solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations for the director and electric field in analyzing behavior of liquid crystal cells. Calculations show good agreement between results of this model and direct computer calculation of the director. Corresponding results for the light transmittance, based on the director patterns provided by the model and direct computer calculations, are in good agreement as well. The model also helps to understand some interesting features in the electric field distribution important for display applications, such as the behavior of the electric field component normal to the substrate in the region midway between the interdigitated electrodes for relatively low voltages. Another advantage of the model is that its calculational time is about 30 times faster than for the direct computer solution. A preliminary study indicates that it can be generalized to describe the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ HMD cell. 1, 2 As follows from the geometry of the HMD cell, 2 the electric field component perpendicular to the wall defect layer is negligible ͑unlike the 2D case͒ and one can neglect the influence of the wall defect layer on the electric field. Using the particular symmetries of that cell 2 and this observation, one can construct a 3D variant of the model described in this work.
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APPENDIX
Substituting the expression E x ϭg(x)E 0x Ј into Eq. ͑32͒ To estimate this integral, let us consider the Euler-Lagrange equation ␦F/␦ϭ0 along the line zϭd/2 for xр⌬ w . We assume that the function a (x) (z/⌬) gives an accurate representation for (x,z), the angle of deviation from the homeotropic state. Here is called the z profile and it is normalized to have a value of one at zϭ⌬, and a (x) gives the maximum value of at a given x as z varies over the sample thickness. The validity of this assumption is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Both the z profile and the parameter ⌬ are slow functions of x inside the wall defect region, and ⌬ is close to d/2 ͑which means, in particular, that ‫ץ‬ z Ϸ0 along the line zϭd/2 in the wall defect region͒. These curves were obtained by solving Eq. ͑4͒ using the approximate expression for E found in Sec. II ͓see, in particular, Eqs. ͑24͒, ͑26͒, ͑29͒, ͑31͒, and ͑32͔͒. Analogous direct computer calculations give very similar results. Neglecting all terms with a first z de- 
